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●   Digital-only banks are popular for a number of reasons, one of which is 
convenience banking

●   Visits to banks will drop by nearly 40% thanks in part to digital-only 
banks

Digital-only banking is hot and happening

●   Financial services companies are increasing investments to catch up 
with blockchain innovations

●   77% of these companies want to see live production systems at the 
earliest

●   40 million holders of digital wallets show that blockchain is ready to 
really take off

Blockchain in finance make-over



●   Banks and other financial institutions will increasingly rely on AI to 
handle large transactions

●   By 2030, banks can realize $1 trillion savings
●   AI is already finding many financial applications, including security and 

customer service

●   Expanding cybersecurity threats will prompt nations to intensify fintech 
regulations

●   Blockchain is adding another dimension to fintech regulation
●   Countries will address fintech regulations at their own pace, with a 

view for national standards

AI: a natural for financial institutions

Intensifying fintech regulation



●   Digital wallets, mobile payments will drive fintech payment innovations
●   The addition of blockchain to the mix of payment options will further 

disrupt payment systems everywhere
●   Gen Zers will be a prominent driver of payment disruption

●   Recognizing the need for working together, fintech startups and 
established names will strive to work together redefining the financial 
industry

●   Old names in the financial sector can opt to invest in fintech startups to 
gain a foothold in the nascent digital-only banking industry

●   Going into a partnership is another option, as Visa collaborating with 
Ingo shows

Payment innovations

From competitors to collaborators



●   Inclusion remains a pressing concern for nations, businesses, and 
investors alike

●   There is much in fintech that should help marginalized sections of 
societies

●   AFI and CGAP, among others, are actively pushing measures to set 
the rules for fintech inclusion in this section

●   While investment in fintech is booming as a whole, not much of it is 
going early-stage startups’ way

●   The sharp ups and downs experienced by fintech have made investors 
more careful in their investments

●   Investors have set the bar high for fintech, looking at the lines where 
returns are clearly outlined

Forward with meaningful inclusion

Sustaining a fintech is getting tougher



Visit: www.profinch.com

*Sources: Goldman Sachs, KPMG, Deloitte, Raconteur, Oberlo, CB Insights, Autonomous NEXT, Statista, Finances Online

●  Fintech will not be going anywhere without smart contracts
●  Smart contracts go beyond national borders, making them accessible 

to virtually anyone
●  Smart contracts are extremely robust in terms of trust and execution

Smart contracts make it all work together


